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Monument Valley Navajo Tribal Park

 

 You are experiencing one of the most majestic – and most photographed – points on earth. This great valley
boasts sandstone masterpieces that tower at heights of 400 to 1,000 feet, framed by scenic clouds casting
shadows that graciously roam the desert floor. The angle of the sun accents these graceful formations,
providing scenery that is simply spellbinding.

The landscape overwhelms, not just by its beauty but also by its size. The fragile pinnacles of rock are
surrounded by miles of mesas and buttes, shrubs and trees, and windblown sand, all comprising the
magnificent colors of the valley. All of this harmoniously combines to make Monument Valley a truly wondrous
experience. Enjoy this beautiful land. While on your travel stop and take a look at some of our vendors on the
loop road. Our vendors have beautiful hand crafted jewelry and more. You can buy direct from the artisan,
which makes your travel experience so much more to have a momentous keepsake with you while at home.

 

History

Before human existence, the Park was once a lowland basin. For hundreds of millions of years, materials that eroded from the
early Rock Mountains deposited layer upon layer of sediment which cemented a slow and gentle uplift, generated by
ceaseless pressure from below the surface, elevating these horizontal strata quite uniformly one to three miles above sea
level. What was once a basin became a plateau.

Natural forces of wind and water that eroded the land spent the last 50 million years cutting into and peeling away at the
surface of the plateau. The simple wearing down of altering layers of soft and hard rock slowly revealed the natural wonders
of Monument Valley today.

From the visitor center, you see the world-famous panorama of the Mitten Buttes and Merrick Butte. You can also purchase
guided tours from Navajo tour operators, who take you down into the valley in Jeeps for a narrated cruise through these
mythical formations. Places such as Ear of the Wind and other landmarks can only be accessed via guided tours. During the



summer months, the visitor center also features Haskenneini Restaurant, which specializes in both native Navajo and
American cuisines, and a film/snack/souvenir shop. There are year-round restroom facilities. One mile before the center,
numerous Navajo vendors sell arts, crafts, native food, and souvenirs at roadside stands.

Buy local, Buy Navajo!

For more details, please visit https://www.bleu7.com/detail/monument-valley-navajo-tribal-park-window-rock-101
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